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Enforced disappearances and torture in Ukraine as a consequence of Russian aggression

Introduction

In violation of the norms of international humanitarian law (IHL), the Russian military detained and imprisoned several hundred to several thousand citizens of Ukraine (non-combatants) "for resisting the special military operation." The apparent disregard of IHL in the course of their detention makes it possible to confidently call these detentions violent abductions. Abducted citizens of Ukraine are kept in prison conditions on the territory of the Russian Federation and in the occupied territories of Ukraine. Most of them are subjected to ill-treatment, and some are tortured. The Russian authorities illegally treat these people as prisoners of war, conceal information about these people, do not allow lawyers to see them, and prohibit correspondence and other forms of communication with relatives.

International humanitarian law requires the release of civilian detainees as soon as the reason for detention disappears. Due to this requirement, citizens of Ukraine (non-combatants) should already be released, but the Russian Federation has refused to do so. Abductions of people in the occupied territories of Ukraine continue to this day.

To protect the rights of abducted citizens of Ukraine, it is necessary to immediately initiate the Vienna and Moscow mechanisms of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe and demand that the Russian Federation release these people without exchange for Ukrainian prisoners of war and without any other conditions. It is necessary to demand the Russian Federation: recognizes the status of civilians for these people in accordance with the Geneva Convention (IV) on the Protection of Civilians during War; to provide lawyers, human rights defenders, and representatives of humanitarian organizations with access to these people; to allow them to correspond, receive parcels and humanitarian aid.
A brief overview of the problem of enforced disappearances and torture

Enforced disappearances in Ukraine as a consequence of Russian aggression

During the occupation of Ukrainian territories, the Russian invasion forces have abducted and continue to abduct civilians who are being held in places of forced detention both in the occupied territories of Ukraine and in the territory of the Russian Federation. The exact number of Ukrainian civilians who are deprived of liberty is unknown.

After the beginning of the large-scale aggression of the Russian Federation against Ukraine on 02/24/2022, the database of the Ukrainian human rights organization Center for Civil Liberties (CCL) counts 797 Ukrainian civilians abducted by the Russian military, including 113 women and 684 men. Of these, 14 people were later found dead (2 women, 12 men), 285 people were released (64 women, 221 men), and 498 are in places of imprisonment, including those on the territory of the Russian Federation. The specific place of imprisonment is known only for 99 people.

The CCL database contains only people whose abduction we known for a fact from the appeals of relatives or other reliable sources. There are significantly more civilian Ukrainians who have been abducted by the Russian military.

The vast majority of the 285 released citizens of Ukraine, who were detained by the occupiers for carrying out so-called "verification measures," were held in the occupied territory of Ukraine and released a few days after their detention. Citizens of Ukraine who have not been released after "inspections" and sent to special places of forced detention, as a rule, continue to be deprived of their liberty. Among 1,596 Ukrainians released as a result of prisoners of war-exchanges in 2022, only 132 are civilians according to the Ministry for the Reintegration of Temporarily Occupied Territories of Ukraine.

The CCL database includes representatives of a wide variety of social and professional groups. Some Ukrainian civilians were detained by the invading forces on the basis of denunciations or on suspicion of assisting the Armed Forces of Ukraine (AFU). The probable motive for the abduction of Ukrainian civilians is the desire to isolate active people who may become leaders of resistance to the Russian occupation.

The Russian Federation hides information about the number and location of places of detention of Ukrainian citizens in the territory of the Russian Federation, as well as in the occupied territories of Ukraine. The Federal Penitentiary Service of the Russian Federation does not include Ukrainian citizens, whether military or civilian, in the official statistics of detainees. Russian lawyers, in the case of an appeal to the management of institutions of forced detention with a request to visit a specific citizen of Ukraine, are refused on the grounds that there is no such person in the institution, or on the grounds that "a person has been detained for illegal actions, but a criminal case has not been initiated and this person does not have the right to a lawyer." It is especially difficult to get any information about abducted citizens of Ukraine who are being held in the occupied territories of Donetsk and Luhansk regions. We are aware of cases when relatives of abducted citizens of Ukraine applied for information about their loved ones to the authorities of the Russian Federation, and these authorities sent relatives to obtain information from the
Ministry of Justice of the so-called Donetsk People’s Republic. Moreover, that happened after the annexation of the occupied territories of Ukraine by the Russian Federation.

**Enforced disappearances and international law**

The Convention (IV) on the Protection of Civilians in Time of War of August 12, 1949 allows the internment of civilians in some cases. However, Ukrainian citizens were not officially interned in Russia. The internment orders given in article 42 of the convention were not accepted. Citizens abducted in Ukraine were not granted the right to appeal against internment decisions in accordance with article 43 of the convention. Article 78 of the convention provides that decisions on internment must be taken in accordance with the normal procedure to be determined by the occupying power in accordance with this convention. This norm was not observed by the Russian Federation. In all cases when the authorities of the Russian Federation gave answers to the relatives upon requests about the status of abducted Ukrainian civilians, "opposition to the special military operation" was indicated as the reason for the detention. The same reason is indicated in the responses to inquiries about the legal status of Ukrainian prisoners of war. In the same responses on the status of Ukrainian civilians deprived of liberty, representatives of the Russian Federation indicate that “the detainees are being held in accordance with the requirements of the Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of War (August 12, 1949, Geneva).” The above responses were signed by the military police of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation or military unit 45880 (National Defense Control Center of the Russian Federation). The content of the answers about the fate of the abducted people suggests that the Russian Federation illegally considers these citizens of Ukraine as prisoners of war.

International humanitarian law allows the possibility of detaining, arresting, and deporting civilians for actions related to armed conflicts. However, paragraph 3 of article 75 of the Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions of August 12, 1949 (Protocol 1) established that "any person who has been arrested, detained or interned for actions related to an armed conflict must be informed without delay in a language he understands about the reasons for taking such measures. With the exception of cases of arrest or detention for criminal offenses, such persons must be released as soon as possible and in any case, as soon as the circumstances justifying arrest, detention or internment have ceased to exist.” This norm should be interpreted only in one way. After the cessation of hostilities, in the territory where people lived before detention, arrest, or internment, they should be released by the occupying power. By virtue of this norm of Protocol 1, Ukrainian civilians abducted by the Russian military should have already been released. Military operations are not conducted in any municipality (community) of the Kyiv, Sumy, Chernihiv, Kharkiv region, in the city of Kherson, and in most municipalities of the Kherson region. Consequently, Ukrainian civilians detained in these territories, by virtue of the requirements of Protocol 1, must be released by the Russian Federation. The Russian Federation ignores this norm, in fact considering all detained Ukrainians, both combatants and civilian non-combatants, as prisoners of war.
The International Committee of the Red Cross does not have access to all abducted citizens of Ukraine. As a result, these people are without communication with the outside world and the opportunity to receive humanitarian aid.

The detention, forcible displacement to the Russian Federation, and imprisonment of civilian Ukrainians is an obvious violation of their rights and creates extremely high risks to their life, health, and human dignity. As will be shown below, some of these people are subjected to torture and cruel and degrading treatment.

**Torture and ill-treatment of Ukrainian citizens as a consequence of Russian aggression**

As of December 2022, the Prosecutor's Office of Ukraine opened 5079 criminal proceedings on the facts of torture and other inhuman treatment as a result of the full-scale invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation. There are also 855 cases of war crimes against children that are under investigation, 10 of which are acts of sexual violence.iii This data set is formed mainly in de-occupied territories. The sources of information about torture and ill-treatment of abducted citizens of Ukraine are released civilian Ukrainians. There are few such people, so we do not have complete information about violations of the rights of the abducted who have not yet been released.

The Russian Federation, in violation of the norms of international humanitarian law, holds many detained civilians and prisoners of war in prison conditions, that is, in closed cells without the possibility of free movement on the premises of the institution. Ukrainian prisoners of war and abducted civilians are not separated, they are kept in the same prison premises (cells). Detention in prison conditions is not determined by the intention of providing safety to Ukrainian citizens but is one of the ways to force these people to change their pro-Ukrainian views, accept Russian citizenship, consent to participate in propaganda actions, or join Russian armed formations.

Citizens of Ukraine are held in institutions of three federal departments: the Federal Penitentiary Service (pre-trial detention centers, correctional colonies, correctional centers); the Ministry of Defense (guardhouses of military garrisons); the Ministry of Internal Affairs (temporary detention centers for foreign citizens). In all cases, regardless of the departmental affiliation of the institution, prison conditions, that is, cells, are used for the detention of citizens of Ukraine.

The Russian Federation, in violation of the norms of international humanitarian law, uses torture, bullying, and other forms of ill-treatment of Ukrainian citizens. Based on the interviews with abducted people who were released, we identified the following types of torture and cruel and degrading treatment:

1. Burning out tattoos with Ukrainian symbols, for example, the Ukrainian coat of arms. A flammable liquid is applied to the tattoo and ignited. In some cases, people are forced to cut tattoos from their skin with a knife.
2. Beatings upon arrival at the place of forced detention (pre-trial detention center, correctional colony, etc.) using batons. The security of places of forced detention call such beatings "tough acceptance". This practice is traditionally applied to Russian convicts. Its goal is to ensure the complete submission of people based on fear. This practice is systemic in nature, that is, it is used very often. In the case of disclosure of such facts against citizens of Ukraine, the perpetrators have not been held accountable. The Russian authorities deny the facts of such crimes taking place, as well as other violations against citizens of Ukraine.


4. Beatings for refusing to sing the anthem of the Russian Federation and Russian songs.

5. Illegal (provided there is no aggressive behavior on part of abducted people) use of stun guns.

6. Compulsion to perform the anthem of the Russian Federation and Russian songs. This practice is systemic in nature, that is, it is used in all cases known to us. The list of songs is the same in all places of forced detention. This indicates the use of this practice within the framework of the state policy of the Russian Federation.

7. Refusal to provide medical care.

8. Compulsion to exhausting physical exercises (squats and others) and standing on your feet for many hours.

9. Insufficient nutrition (in some places of forced detention, for example, in the pre-trial detention center No. 2 of the city of Taganrog, Rostov region).

10. Threats of sexual violence against both women and men.

11. Threats to women to cut/shave their hair.
Conclusion

The detention of Ukrainian citizens by the Russian military "for resisting the special military operation" and the imprisonment of Ukrainian citizens takes place outside the legal field. These detentions do not comply with the norms of international humanitarian law, they should be qualified as forced disappearances.

The Russian Federation bears full responsibility for the abducted citizens of Ukraine. In violation of the norms of international humanitarian law, the Russian Federation:

- Hides information about abducted citizens of Ukraine, including from the International Committee of the Red Cross.
- Detains and imprisons civilian Ukrainians (non-combatants) "for resisting the special military operation" without the grounds provided for by international humanitarian law for detaining civilians.
- Does not inform the population of the occupied territories about prohibited actions and sanctions for these actions.
- Considers civilian Ukrainians as prisoners of war, exchanges them for Russian prisoners of war, and does not allow lawyers and human rights defenders to get access to them.
- It does not release Ukrainian civilians detained "for resisting the special military operation", although, in accordance with international humanitarian law, there are no grounds for depriving these people of their freedom.
- Holds abducted citizens of Ukraine in prison conditions.
- Systematically uses torture, ill-treatment, and psychological violence against abducted citizens of Ukraine.

The Russian Federation commits the above-mentioned violations of international humanitarian law widely and systematically within the framework of its state policy. The Russian authorities do not punish the officials responsible for these violations and deny the facts of violations themselves.

Russia continues the practice of forced disappearances in the temporarily occupied territories and deprives the abducted of their freedom. In some cases, criminal cases against these people are fabricated in violation of the norms of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. A significant part of Russia's violations of international humanitarian law in relation to abducted people are crimes against humanity and war crimes in accordance with the Rome Statute.
Recommendations

Use the OSCE Vienna and Moscow mechanisms to stop violations of the rights of Ukrainian citizens abducted by the Russian military and illegally deprived of their liberty “for resisting the special military operation.” Demand from the Russian Federation to separate the legal statuses of Ukrainian prisoners of war and civilian Ukrainians (non-combatants) and to apply the Geneva Convention (IV) on the Protection of Civilians during War to civilian Ukrainians; to immediately release civilian Ukrainians detained “for resisting the special military operation" without exchanges for Russian prisoners of war and without other conditions. Since violations of the rights of abducted citizens of Ukraine are severe and systematic, it is necessary to initiate the Vienna and Moscow mechanisms in the near future to stop the violation of the rights of citizens of Ukraine.

Use the Vienna and Moscow mechanisms to stop torture and ill-treatment of abducted citizens of Ukraine who are in places of imprisonment in the Russian Federation and in the occupied territories. Initiate international inspections to monitor the observance of the rights of abducted citizens of Ukraine in places of forced detention. Offer the authorities of the Russian Federation to ensure free access of lawyers to people who were detained "for resisting the special military operation", as well as correspondence with these people, delivery of parcels from relatives, and humanitarian aid from human rights and charitable organizations.

Initiate investigations of forced disappearances of Ukrainian citizens in the occupied territories by authorized international organizations and deliver the appeals of these organizations to the authorities of the Russian Federation with demands that Russia complies with the requirements of international humanitarian law.

Create sources of permanent financial assistance to Ukrainian and Russian human rights organizations, charities, and legal communities that provide legal and humanitarian assistance to abducted citizens of Ukraine on the territory of the Russian Federation and the occupied territories of Ukraine. Such assistance includes, in particular: the search for abducted people; their legal support; the transfer of products and necessary things to these people; paperwork and the purchase of tickets to leave the Russian Federation in case of release.

To organize an interview process of all Ukrainian citizens abducted by Russia after the release of these people and in safe conditions for them. Collect and summarize information about violations of the rights of abducted citizens of Ukraine. Prepare proposals on changing the norms of international humanitarian law in order to create more reliable mechanisms to prevent such abductions in the future.
Endnotes
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